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Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been declared ‘a life sentence’ based on evidence that the disorder leads to a
host of physical health problems. Some of the strongest empirical research – in terms of methodology and findings – has
shown that PTSD predicts higher risk of cardiometabolic diseases, specifically cardiovascular disease (CVD) and type 2
diabetes (T2D). Despite mounting evidence, PTSD is not currently acknowledged as a risk factor by cardiovascular or
endocrinological medicine. This view is unlikely to change absent compelling evidence that PTSD causally contributes
to cardiometabolic disease. This review suggests that with developments in methods for epidemiological research and
the rapidly expanding knowledge of the behavioral and biological effects of PTSD the field is poised to provide more
definitive answers to questions of causality. First, we discuss methods to improve causal inference using the observation-
al data most often used in studies of PTSD and health, with particular reference to issues of temporality and confound-
ing. Second, we consider recent work linking PTSD with specific behaviors and biological processes, and evaluate
whether these may plausibly serve as mechanisms by which PTSD leads to cardiometabolic disease. Third, we evaluate
how looking more comprehensively into the PTSD phenotype provides insight into whether specific aspects of PTSD
phenomenology are particularly relevant to cardiometabolic disease. Finally, we discuss new areas of research that
are feasible and could enhance understanding of the PTSD–cardiometabolic relationship, such as testing whether treat-
ment of PTSD can halt or even reverse the cardiometabolic risk factors causally related to CVD and T2D.
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Introduction

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a pervasive
and debilitating mental disorder in the USA with a
lifetime prevalence of about 7% (Kessler et al. 2005).
PTSD has been declared ‘a life sentence’ (Abrams &
Manstead, 1981) based on evidence that the disorder
leads to a host of physical health problems. While
investigators have examined PTSD in relation to a
range of health outcomes (including rheumatoid arth-
ritis, stroke, heart disease and cancer), some of the
strongest empirical research – in terms of methodology
and findings – has been with cardiometabolic diseases

(Lohr et al. 2015). Numerous methodologically rigorous
prospective population-based observational studies
have found that PTSD is associated with increased
risk of incident cardiovascular disease (CVD)
(Boscarino & Chang, 1999; Boscarino, 2006, 2008;
Kubzansky et al. 2007, 2009; Scherrer et al. 2010;
Jordan et al. 2011; Vaccarino et al. 2013; Chen et al.
2015; Gradus et al. 2015; Roy et al. 2015; Sumner et al.
2015; Beristianos et al. 2016) and type 2 diabetes (T2D)
(Boyko et al. 2010; Vaccarino et al. 2014; Roberts et al.
2015), even after adjusting for depression (see Table 1).

Despite mounting evidence, PTSD is not acknowl-
edged as a risk factor for either CVD or T2D. For ex-
ample, neither PTSD nor stress is ranked in the
American Heart Association 2010 Impact Goals as a
risk factor that requires attention (Lloyd-Jones et al.
2010). Indeed, the American Heart Association explicit-
ly states: ‘stress is not a confirmed risk factor for. . .
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Table 1. Prospective studies of PTSD and incident cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes

Study n Sample
PTSD
assessment Clinical outcome

HR (95%
confidence
interval)e

HR adjusted for
depression (95%
confidence
interval);
depression
assessment

Mean age
at
baseline,
years

Mean
follow-up,
years Covariates

Boscarino
(2008)a

4328 US
Vietnam-era
veterans

Self-report based
on DSM-III
criteria

Heart disease mortality 2.25 (1.02–4.95) 2.06 (0.92–4.62);
medical record

36.3 15 War theater status, age,
intelligence, smoking, BMI,
depression history

Jordan et al.
(2011)a

39 324 World Trade
Center
survivors

PCL > 44 Self-reported
physician-diagnosed
heart disease

1.64 (1.42–1.91) N.A. 43.9 2.9 Age, race/ethnicity,
education, marital status,
smoking, hypertension,
diabetes

Kubzansky
et al. (2007)a

1002 US Vietnam
War-era
veterans

Mississippi Scale
for Combat-
Related
PTSD (mean + 2
S.D.)

Non-fatal MI and CHD
mortality

1.42 (1.03–1.95) 1.30 (0.92–1.80);
CES-D

63 15 Age, smoking, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure,
total cholesterol, BMI,
family history of CHD,
education, alcohol

Kubzansky
et al. (2009)a

1059 Baltimore, MD
women

Diagnostic
Interview
Schedule for
DSM-III

Angina, non-fatal MI,
CHD mortality, other
cardiac death

3.28 (1.17–8.90) 2.78 (1.10–7.59);
DIS

44.4 13 Age, race/ethnicity,
smoking, history of high
blood pressure, history of
diabetes, alcohol use,
education, income

Scherrer
et al. (2010)a

355 999 US military
veterans

Two out-patient
or one
in-patient
PTSD diagnosis
codes
(ICD-9-CM:
309.81)

Incident MI (ICD-9-CM
codes 410–411)

1.39 (1.33–1.46)
age-adjusted
only

1.16 (1.00–1.35);
ICD-9

55.7 7 Age, sex, race, marital
status, insurance, diabetes,
hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, obesity,
alcohol, nicotine

Vaccarino
et al. (2013)a

562 US Vietnam
War-era
veterans
(twin study)

Diagnostic
Interview
Schedule for
DSM-III

Self-reported hospital
admission for heart
disease

2.20 (1.2–4.2) 2.19 (1.1–4.1) 42.6 13 Age, education, family
income, alcohol, smoking,
physical activity,
hypertension

Gradus et al.
(2015)b

4724 Danish
population

ICD-10 MI
Stroke
Ischemic stroke
Venous
thromboembolism

1.5 (1.1–1.9)
1.7 (1.4–2.1)
1.8 (1.4–2.4)
2.1 (1.7–2.7)

N.A. 39.3 7.9 None
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Sumner et al.
(2015)

49 928 US nurses Short Screening
Scale for
DSM-IV PTSD

MI, stroke Trauma/no
symptoms:
1.38 (1.09–
1.75)

Trauma/1–3
symptoms:
0.90 (0.65–
1.25)

Trauma/4+
symptoms:
1.30 (0.97–
1.74)

Trauma/no
symptoms: 1.48
(1.15–1.91)

Trauma/1–3
symptoms: 1.07
(0.75–1.51)

Trauma/4+
symptoms: 1.53
(0.90–2.61)

35 20 Age, race/ethnicity, parental
education, maternal/
paternal history of MI or
stroke, 5-year somatype,
BMI, smoking, alcohol
intake, physical activity,
diet quality, hypertension,
type 2 diabetes, hormone
therapy, ADM use

Beristianos
et al. (2016)c

138 341 US veterans ICD-9-CM Cerebrovascular disease,
congestive heart failure,
MI, and peripheral
vascular disease

1.50 (1.38–1.63) 1.45 (1.33–1.58) 67.8 About 10 Age, sex, zip code,
education, income, TBI,
dementia, renal disease,
hypertension, diabetes,
chronic pulmonary
disease, cancer, depression,
bipolar disorder,
generalized anxiety
disorder, panic disorder,
phobic disorder, substance
abuse, alcohol abuse,
tobacco dependence

Roy et al.
(2015)

8248 US veterans ICD-9 Heart failure N.A. 1.47 (1.13–1.92) 63.8 7.2 Age, BMI, diabetes,
hyperlipidemia,
hypertension, depression,
anxiety, tobacco use,
substance use disorder,
marital status, combat
service, period of military
service

Chen et al.
(2015)

26 085 Taiwanese
population

ICD-9 Ischemic and
hemorrhagic stroke

3.37 (2.44–4.67) N.A. 36.7 7 Age, gender, level of
urbanization,
income-related insured
amount

Vaccarino
et al. (2014)

4340 US Vietnam
War-era
veterans

DSM-III-R Type 2 diabetes 1.09 (0.81–1.45) 1.18 (0.91–1.62) 36 19.4 Age, race, ethnicity, marital
status, education, branch of
service, enlistment year,
service in SE Asia, military
rank, cigarette smoking,
alcohol use, physical
activity

Post-traum
atic

stress
disorder

and
cardiom

etabolic
disease
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Table 1 (cont.)

Study n Sample
PTSD
assessment Clinical outcome

HR (95%
confidence
interval)e

HR adjusted for
depression (95%
confidence
interval);
depression
assessment

Mean age
at
baseline,
years

Mean
follow-up,
years Covariates

Boyko et al.
(2010)

44 754 US Service
members

DSM-IV Type 2 diabetes N.A. 2.06 (1.31–3.26) 36.3 3 Age, race, ethnicity, BMI,
education, enlistment
status, reserve v. active
duty, panic disorder,
depression interaction with
gender

Roberts et al.
(2015)d

54 282 US nurses Short Screening
Scale for
DSM-IV PTSD

Type 2 diabetes Trauma/no
symptoms:
1.22 (1.10–
1.35)

Trauma/1–3
symptoms:
1.36 (1.20–
1.55)

Trauma/4–5
symptoms:
1.41 (1.22–
1.62)

Trauma/6–7
symptoms:
1.48 (1.26–
1.73)

Trauma/no
symptoms: 1.20
(1.08–1.33)

Trauma/1–3
symptoms: 1.30
(1.15–1.48)

Trauma/4–5
symptoms: 1.30
(1.12–1.50)

Trauma/6–7
symptoms: 1.33
(1.13–1.56)

N.A. 22 Race, somatotype at 5 years,
parental education,
maternal and paternal type
2 diabetes, BMI, smoking,
physical activity, diet,
alcohol intake

PTSD, Post-traumatic stress disorder; HR, hazard ratio; DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; BMI, body mass index; PCL, PTSD Checklist, N.A., not applic-
able; S.D., standard deviation; MI, myocardial infarction; CHD, coronary heart disease; CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; DIS, National Institute of Mental
Health Diagnostic Interview Schedule; ICD, International Classification of Diseases; ADM, antidepressant medication; TBI, traumatic brain injury; SE, Southeast.

a From Edmondson & Cohen (2013).
b Estimate is a standardized incidence rate.
c The HR not adjusted for depression means no adjustment for depression, dysthymia, bipolar disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder or phobic disorder.
d Depression variable was anti-depressant medication not diagnosis of depression.
e Multivariate adjusted HR adjusting for listed covariates except where indicated otherwise.
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heart disease, and has not been proven to cause heart
disease’ (American Heart Association, 2013). In con-
trast, the American Diabetes Association does cite
stress as a potential contributor to poor diabetes man-
agement (Godfrey et al. 2013). However, depression is
the only mental disorder specifically acknowledged to
contribute to diabetes. As a result, neither systematic
surveillance nor treatment is provided to individuals
with PTSD to reduce potential risk of developing
these important diseases. Absent compelling evidence
that PTSD causally contributes to CVD and T2D, the
approach by cardiovascular and branches of medicine
concerned with metabolic diseases, is unlikely to
change. At this writing, PTSD has not been established
as a causal risk factor for CVD or T2D from the per-
spective of the larger medical community.

This review offers a roadmap for the next steps needed
in research to provide compelling evidence that PTSD
causally contributes to cardiometabolic disease.
Although we recognize that the term ‘cardiometabolic’
is broad,we focus onCVD and T2D due to their high im-
portance for population health and strong extant evi-
dence for associations of these diseases with PTSD. We
argue that developments in epidemiological methods
and the explosion of knowledge about the behavioral

and biological effects of PTSD offer new opportunities
to provide more definitive answers to questions of
causality. First, given that studies of PTSD and physical
health rely primarily on observational data, we discuss
methods to improve causal inference using such data,
with particular reference to the issues of temporality
and confounding. Second, we consider recent work
(also observational) linkingPTSDwith specific behaviors
and biological processes, and evaluate whether these
may plausibly serve as mechanisms by which PTSD
leads to cardiometabolic disease. Third, we evaluate
how looking more comprehensively into the PTSD
phenotype would provide insight into whether specific
aspects of PTSD phenomenology are particularly rele-
vant to cardiometabolic disease. Finally, we discuss
new areas of research that are feasible and could enhance
understanding of the PTSD–cardiometabolic relation-
ship, such as testingwhether PTSD treatment alters beha-
viors and biomarkers on the pathways to CVD and T2D.

Improving causal inference from observational data

There are at least five possible causal structures (Fig. 1)
that may explain the well-documented statistical asso-
ciation between PTSD and cardiometabolic disease,

Fig. 1. Possible causal structures of the relationship between post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and cardiometabolic risk.
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but only one (scenario c) includes a unidirectional cau-
sal impact of PTSD on cardiometabolic disease.
Scenario a in Fig. 1 reflects confounding bias, where
the relationship between PTSD and cardiometabolic
disease is explained by a third variable. Because
PTSD is conditional on trauma, the most commonly
suggested confounder is trauma exposure. Many
types of trauma exposure, from childhood maltreat-
ment (Felitti et al. 1998; Dube et al. 2003; Dong et al.
2004) to combat exposure (Schnurr & Spiro, 1999;
Schnurr et al. 2002), have been linked to chronic dis-
ease. Furthermore, predictors of trauma (e.g. neighbor-
hood environment, socio-economic status), which vary
by trauma type, may also bias estimates if associated
with both PTSD and cardiometabolic risk and left un-
accounted for by study designs or analyses. Various
other factors have been proposed, including shared
genetic vulnerability, lower intelligence quotient, and
even maternal trauma and PTSD (Koenen et al. 2007;
Schaefer et al. 2015). Moreover, inflammatory biomar-
kers associated with increased risk of cardiometabolic
disease, such as elevated C-reactive protein, have
been associated with increased risk of PTSD onset
prospectively (Eraly et al. 2014). Thus, inflammation
may represent common vulnerability for both PTSD
and cardiometabolic disease. However, although
C-reactive protein level is considered a useful biomark-
er of risk for CVD, a large cross-consortium Mendelian
randomization analysis did not support a causal role of
C-reactive protein in any neuropsychiatric or somatic
outcome examined (Prins et al. 2016).

Scenario b in Fig. 1 reflects reverse causation. For ex-
ample, the accumulation of evidence summarized in
meta-analyses indicates that acute life-threateningmedic-
al events, like myocardial infarction and stroke, are trau-
matic events that may trigger PTSD onset (Edmondson
et al. 2012; Edmondson & Cohen, 2013). Epidemiological
studieshavealso shown increased riskofPTSDassociated
with diagnosis of breast cancer and in critical illness survi-
vors (Vin-Raviv et al. 2013; Parker et al. 2015). It is notable
that commonly used assessments for traumatic events
such as the Life Events Checklist-V include life-
threatening illness or injury as a potential index trauma
for PTSD assessment (Weathers et al. 2013).

Scenario d in Fig. 1 reflects mediation, whereby the
effect of PTSD on the outcome is explained by an inter-
mediate variable. We discuss this in more detail in the
section below titled ‘Elucidating mechanisms to better
understand risk’. Finally, scenario e in Fig. 1 reflects a
bidirectional relationship between PTSD and cardio-
metabolic outcomes. A bidirectional association is
plausible given evidence for both scenario b (reverse
causation) and scenario c (PTSD causes cardiometa-
bolic disease), and is thus a potential focus for future
longitudinal research.

Moreover, we see at least two potential forms of bidir-
ectionality. PTSD could lead to increased susceptibility
to disease and developing a major disease could be a
trauma that leads to PTSD development. Alternatively,
PTSD and cardiometabolic disease may mutually influ-
ence each other whereby people who have PTSD and
then develop a major disease are at greater risk for hav-
ing more severe PTSD symptoms, which lead to worse
disease. To our knowledge, only one longitudinal epi-
demiological study has examined the first type of bidir-
ectional relationship (El-Gabalawy et al. 2014). This
study examined the relationship between anxiety disor-
ders, including PTSD, and physical health conditions
(self-reported). The authors did not find evidence for a
bidirectional relationship between PTSD and cardiome-
tabolic disease specifically although evidence was sug-
gestive for other physical health outcomes. With
regard to the second type of bidirectionality, whereby
PTSD influences cardiometabolic disease and vice
versa, a recent paper using a convenience sample of vet-
erans employed a cross-lagged analysis to examine a
potential bidirectional relationship between PTSD and
the metabolic syndrome (Wolf et al. 2016). The authors
found evidence that PTSD severity predicted increases
in metabolic syndrome severity but metabolic syndrome
severity did not predict onset of PTSD. In related work,
other longitudinal studies have found evidence of bidir-
ectionality for depression with both diabetes and the
metabolic syndrome (Pan et al. 2010, 2012).

These alternative causal structures pose a challenge
for drawing conclusions from observational data
about whether PTSD truly causes cardiometabolic dis-
ease. Because randomizing individuals to developing
PTSD is not plausible, we must seek to provide the
most convincing possible evidence from observational
studies (Vandenbroucke et al. 2016). Prospective longi-
tudinal studies with in-depth measurement of poten-
tial confounders are needed. Studies that are
cross-sectional or have limited measures of potential
confounders cannot convincingly rule out confounding
or reverse causation. However, when extensive data
(including repeated assessments of relevant covariates)
are available and well measured, statistical adjustment
for confounders occurring before trauma or PTSD
through direct inclusion in conventional models
should mitigate bias due to confounding. Similarly, re-
verse causation is unlikely to explain associations be-
tween PTSD and cardiometabolic risk in prospective
studies where individuals with these diseases at base-
line are excluded. Prospective studies with repeated
measures of both PTSD and cardiometabolic outcomes
also offer the opportunity to examine the possibility of
a bidirectional relationship. Cross-lagged models from
longitudinal data in population-based samples with at
least three follow-up waves have demonstrated
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bidirectional relationships between PTSD and other
factors such as trauma exposure (Lowe et al. 2014),
negative emotionality (Sadeh et al. 2015) and quality
of life over time (Giacco et al. 2013). We are not
aware of published studies employing such models
for PTSD and medically verified health outcomes in
longitudinal epidemiological samples, but such studies
would undoubtedly provide important insight.

A critical issue for prospective longitudinal studies is
accounting for time-varying confounding and medi-
ation. Confounding occurs when a common prior
cause explains the relationship between an exposure
and an outcome. For example, low socio-economic sta-
tus has been associated with increased risk of both
CVD/T2D and PTSD and could be considered a poten-
tial confounder. Mediation occurs when a third vari-
able, on the pathway between the exposure and the
outcome, explains the observed relationship. For ex-
ample, in scenario d of Fig. 1, PTSD increases smoking
and smoking increases risk of CVD. Thus, smoking
could be a mediator of the PTSD–CVD relationship.

Marginal structural models have revolutionized the
epidemiological approach to time-varying confound-
ing of time-varying exposures (Robins et al. 2000).
These models have particular promise for understand-
ing the PTSD–cardiometabolic relationship given that
PTSD alters health behaviors but such behaviors may
also increase risk of PTSD onset, persistence or remis-
sion. Such time-varying confounding could present a
substantial threat to causal inference. For example,
smoking may increase PTSD risk (van der Velden
et al. 2008) and is a causal risk factor for CVD.
Additionally, other research has clearly demonstrated
that PTSD is associated with increased risk of initiating
smoking (Koenen et al. 2006) and difficulty quitting
(Koenen et al. 2008). The conventional method of
adjusting for the confounding effects of smoking
through direct inclusion in a regression model blocks
the mediating pathway between PTSD and CVD, and
underestimates the effect of PTSD. Furthermore, direct
inclusion of health behaviors in regression models
could allow unmeasured confounders of health beha-
viors and CVD to bias estimates (i.e. collider bias) –
people with PTSD who do not smoke may have
some other advantages that help them avoid health-
damaging behaviors.

Having a substantial period of time elapse between
PTSD assessments and incidence of cardiometabolic
conditions may also help to rule out reverse causation,
but such delays introduce the possibility of bias due to
selective mortality and can also make it difficult to de-
termine if there are potentially acute effects of PTSD on
cardiometabolic events. With higher mortality rates
among people with PTSD (Boscarino, 2006, 2008), indi-
viduals who survive long enough to develop

conditions such as CVD may be a particularly
‘hardy’ sample. This type of selective survival could
lead to underestimates of the effect of PTSD on cardio-
metabolic outcomes, but can at least partially be
addressed with methods to account for attrition, such
as inverse probability weighting (IPW). IPW weights
respondents who remain in the sample based on
observed covariates to create an analysed sample of
survivors with the same covariate distribution as the
original sample. Recent methods emphasize applica-
tions of IPW to estimate the so-called ‘survivor average
causal effect’ (SACE), i.e. the effect of PTSD on cardio-
metabolic disease risk among people whose survival
was not affected by PTSD (Tchetgen Tchetgen et al.
2012; Tchetgen Tchetgen, 2014). However, even with
the most comprehensive feasible control for confound-
ing, with observational data concerns can remain
about unmeasured or residual confounding, or the
possibility of prodromal disease driving associations.

Instrumental variable analysis is another powerful
statistical method that may estimate unbiased causal
effects of the exposure on the outcome even when
there are unmeasured variables that confound the
link between exposure and outcome. Instruments are
factors that cause variation in the exposure of interest
but do not directly affect the outcome of interest. In
this context, an instrumental variable would be asso-
ciated with PTSD but not cardiometabolic risk except
through its association with PTSD (Greenland, 2000).
Until recently, most instrumental variable analyses
used factors such as policy changes (e.g. introduction
of trauma counseling) or arbitrary institutional features
(e.g. randomly assigned order of military draft) as
sources of exogenous variation in exposure. Recently,
applications using genetic variants as instrumental
variables have also become popular. Mendelian ran-
domization is a particular form of instrumental vari-
able analysis that capitalizes on the fact that
genotypes are assigned randomly when passed from
parents to offspring; thus, population genotype distri-
bution should be unrelated to confounders that
might be relevant in observational studies (Smith &
Ebrahim, 2003). Genetic variants that influence a
phenotype (e.g. PTSD) can be used as a natural experi-
ment or instrumental variable for that phenotype.

Mendelian randomization could be used to assess
evidence for shared genetic vulnerability to PTSD
and cardiometabolic disease, reverse causation or dir-
ect causation. For example, a bidirectional Mendelian
randomization approach would assess whether genetic
variants that increase cardiometabolic disease risk also
predict higher risk of PTSD: if not, this is evidence
against reverse causation accounting for the link be-
tween PTSD and cardiometabolic disease documented
in previous studies. Although an established genetic
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instrument for PTSD has yet to be identified, the PTSD
working group of the Psychiatric Genomics
Consortium is poised to identify genetic variants asso-
ciated with PTSD and is developing polygenic models
of PTSD that could be used as instruments (Logue et al.
2015). To our knowledge, only one study of PTSD has
employed Mendelian randomization (Mustapic et al.
2014).

Elucidating mechanisms to better understand risk

Two pathways are commonly identified to explain
how PTSD may increase risk of cardiometabolic (or
other) diseases: behavioral and biological. PTSD may
provoke unhealthy behaviors and/or produce neuro-
biological alterations that initiate relevant patho-
physiological processes (Wentworth et al. 2013;
Levine et al. 2014). Research clearly demonstrating
that PTSD alters known mechanisms of cardiometa-
bolic risk would provide compelling evidence that
PTSD is indeed involved in the etiology of cardiometa-
bolic disease. However, rigorous evidence demonstrat-
ing these causal associations is limited (Kibler, 2009;
Wentworth et al. 2013).

Some of the strongest evidence to date (although
mostly from observational studies) is in the domain of
health behaviors or behavior-related conditions. To
our knowledge, there are no randomized trials evaluat-
ing whether successful PTSD treatment leads to
improved health-related behaviors. Cross-sectional
work suggests that PTSD is associated with numerous
behavioral risk factors and conditions for cardiometa-
bolic disease, including cigarette smoking (Fu et al.
2007), physical inactivity (Chwastiak et al. 2011), poor
diet quality (Hall et al. 2015), obesity (Scott et al. 2008)
and insomnia (Leskin et al. 2002). Furthermore, pro-
spective studies have found associations of PTSD with
increased likelihood of initiating smoking (Koenen
et al. 2006), reduced likelihood of smoking cessation
(Koenen et al. 2008), increased risk of weight gain and
obesity (Perkonigg et al. 2009; Kubzansky et al. 2014),
and medication non-adherence (Kronish et al. 2014).

Some work has specifically analysed the extent to
which health behaviors may mediate the relationship
between PTSD and other cardiometabolic risk factors.
For example, in one study, greater PTSD symptoms
were associated with reduced heart rate variability (a
measure of autonomic function that is prognostic of
CVD and mortality), and three health behaviors – cig-
arette smoking, alcohol overuse and sleep disturbance
– accounted for 94% of the shared variance between
PTSD symptoms and heart rate variability (Dennis
et al. 2014). In our own studies examining the associa-
tions of PTSD with incident T2D and CVD among
women, we found that behavior-related risk factors

accounted for a sizeable portion of these relationships.
For example, elevated body mass index accounted for
14% of the PTSD symptoms–T2D relationship
(Roberts et al. 2015), and a range of health behaviors
and medical risk factors (e.g. body mass index, diet
quality, smoking) explained nearly half of the associ-
ation of elevated PTSD symptoms with CVD
(Sumner et al. 2015). Thus, evidence increasingly sug-
gests that behavioral risk factors, in part, mediate the
PTSD–cardiometabolic disease relationship. However,
behavior-related factors rarely fully attenuate associa-
tions, suggesting that other unmeasured behaviors or
biological processes may be at play.

Substantial research has identified neurobiological
alterations associated with high levels of PTSD symp-
toms (Pitman et al. 2012). Thus, it is plausible that
PTSD, by recurrent triggering of a biological stress re-
sponse and overactivation of biological processes asso-
ciated with hypervigilance, could directly alter
processes involved in the pathophysiology of cardio-
metabolic disease. Disrupted regulation of stress hor-
mone release by the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal
(HPA) axis and the sympathetic–adrenal–medullary
system is commonly observed in PTSD (Tsigos &
Chrousos, 2002; de Kloet et al. 2006; Yehuda, 2006;
Blechert et al. 2007), and other work has demonstrated
that these disruptions can lead to a cascade of deleteri-
ous effects on immune, metabolic and cardiovascular
systems. Dysregulation of the HPA axis and the sym-
pathetic nervous system can contribute to hypercoa-
gulability, elevated cardiac reactivity, unhealthy lipid
profiles, immune dysfunction, chronic inflammation
and endothelial damage, all processes implicated in in-
creasing cardiometabolic disease risk (Wentworth et al.
2013; Brouwers et al. 2016). Most evidence to date
comes from cross-sectional studies, and indicates that
PTSD is associated with more unhealthy levels of bio-
markers related to the processes described above.
Cardiometabolic biomarkers that have been linked to
PTSD include markers of chronic inflammation (e.g.
C-reactive protein, interleukin-6, tumor necrosis
factor-α) (Smith et al. 2011; Baker et al. 2012; Passos
et al. 2015; Brouwers et al. 2016), elevated coagulation
(Von Känel et al. 2006; 2010) and endothelial damage
(von Känel et al. 2008; Plantinga et al. 2013), as well
as elevated lipids (Kagan et al. 1999; Karlovic et al.
2004; Maia et al. 2008). These findings are congruent
with other work that suggests that high distress in
various forms may induce autonomic imbalance and
reduce parasympathetic tone, which in turn is asso-
ciated with increased risk of numerous pathological
conditions, including CVD and premature mortality
(Thayer & Brosschot, 2005).

Although many of the extant biomarker studies pro-
vide evidence suggestive of a link between PTSD and
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biological indicators of cardiometabolic risk, shortcom-
ings of these studies limit the conclusions that can be
drawn. First, many studies were conducted with
small samples which are not informative if results are
null (Gill et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2011; Pace et al.
2012), although there are some exceptions (Spitzer
et al. 2010; Ahmadi et al. 2011). Second, studies have
not consistently reported whether participants with
PTSD are free of relevant chronic diseases. Thus, the
PTSD–biomarker relationship could be due to higher
prevalence of chronic disease already present in the
PTSD cases and not due to PTSD itself. Third, some
studies have failed to assess effects of trauma exposure
(Su et al. 2015) separately from PTSD (Pace et al. 2012).
Because there is ongoing debate as to whether trauma
alone might cause biological dysregulation, it is not yet
clear whether PTSD per se is driving the associations
with biomarkers (Seckl & Meaney, 2006; Seckl, 2007;
Sledjeski et al. 2008; Yehuda et al. 2010; Dudley et al.
2011). Fourth, given most studies are cross-sectional,
they cannot provide clear evidence of the directionality
of these associations or distinguish whether: (1) PTSD
induces unhealthy biomarker activity; (2) unhealthy
levels of biomarkers lead to increased PTSD symptoms;
or (3) apparent relationships between unhealthy levels
of biomarkers and PTSD are due to shared causes (e.
g. genetic factors). For example, longitudinal studies
suggest that poorer physical health (LeardMann et al.
2009) and some forms of biological dysregulation linked
to PTSD, including higher numbers of glucocorticoid
receptors (van Zuiden et al. 2011, 2012) and hypersensi-
tive startle response (Pole et al. 2009), precede and pre-
dict, rather than result from, PTSD (Rusiecki et al.
2012; van Zuiden et al. 2012). However, bidirectionality
between PTSD and dysregulated biological processes is
also possible, making it even more challenging to disen-
tangle cause from effect. For example, bidirectionality
has been observed in the association between depres-
sion and C-reactive protein (Matthews et al. 2010);
such relationships may also be at play with PTSD.

Delving deeper into the PTSD phenotype within and
across time

Many of the extant studies on PTSD and cardiometa-
bolic disease have compared individuals with and
without PTSD diagnoses. However, PTSD is a complex
and heterogeneous phenotype, and this categorical ap-
proach does not fully capture the richness of the PTSD
construct (Forbes et al. 2011; Zoellner et al. 2014). Going
forward, three approaches may help us better under-
stand how aspects of PTSD phenomenology contribute
to chronic disease risk.

First, PTSD is constructed from multiple symptom
dimensions that may have distinct effects on

cardiometabolic risk. Fear symptoms reflect an alarm re-
sponse to perceived danger, and include re-experiencing
(e.g. nightmares), active avoidance (e.g. avoiding
trauma-related thoughts) and anxious arousal (e.g.
hypervigilance) symptoms of PTSD (Forbes et al. 2011;
Zoellner et al. 2014). In contrast, dysphoria symptoms
reflect low positive affect, and encompass symptoms
of emotional numbing (e.g. restricted affect) and dys-
phoric arousal (e.g. concentration difficulties). These
dimensions are thought to be useful for distinguishing
specific v. non-specific aspects of PTSD. Whereas the
dysphoria component of PTSD is shared with other psy-
chopathology (e.g. depression), fear responses are
thought to be a core feature of PTSD (Forbes et al.
2010, 2011; Zoellner et al. 2014). Indeed, a recent review
called for studying fear responses to trauma to improve
the specificity of PTSD assessment (Zoellner et al. 2014).

Numerous confirmatory factor analyses indicate that
fear and dysphoria symptoms form valid and distinct
(albeit correlated) dimensions of PTSD (Grant et al.
2008; Forbes et al. 2010, 2011), and models of PTSD
that differentiate between factors within the fear and
dysphoria dimensions have been supported as well
(Elhai et al. 2011; Harpaz-Rotem et al. 2014; Armour
et al. 2015). Focusing on dimensions of PTSD – rather
than a single PTSD construct – may help shed light
on how PTSD contributes to risk for cardiometabolic
disease, as PTSD symptom dimensions may differ in
the extent to which they increase chronic disease risk
via biological v. behavioral mechanisms. For example,
by promoting autonomic nervous system dysregula-
tion (particularly sympathetic nervous system
hyperactivity), post-traumatic fear responses may con-
tribute to CVD risk by promoting increased blood
pressure, coagulation, platelet aggregation and inflam-
matory cytokines (Lefkowitz et al. 2000; Bedi & Arora,
2007; Abboud et al. 2012; Edmondson & Cohen, 2013;
Wentworth et al. 2013). In contrast, elevated symptoms
of dysphoria after trauma may be more likely than fear
symptoms to promote withdrawal and failure to en-
gage in health-promoting behaviors (e.g. physical ac-
tivity, medication adherence). However, few studies
have tried to tease these domains apart. Further re-
search examining the relative contributions of the
mechanisms by which PTSD dimensions may lead to
cardiometabolic disease is needed.

Second, greater appreciation of the course of PTSD
over time may also improve understanding of the
physical health risks associated with the disorder.
Several studies suggest that there is a dose–response
association between PTSD severity and risk for cardio-
metabolic conditions, with the most severe symptoms
associated with the greatest elevation in disease risk
(Kubzansky et al. 2007, 2009; Roberts et al. 2015).
Work that takes into consideration other aspects of
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PTSD presentation, including the trajectory of symp-
tom development, is also of interest. For example, sev-
eral ‘longitudinal phenotypes’ of PTSD that reflect the
trajectory of PTSD symptoms over time after trauma
exposure have been documented (e.g. rapid remitting,
slow remitting, delayed onset, chronic/non-remitting)
(Galatzer-Levy et al. 2013; Santiago et al. 2013).
However, studies that examine how these various
PTSD trajectories relate to physical health outcomes
are lacking. Moreover, how trajectories of PTSD symp-
toms may relate to time-varying confounding or medi-
ation has not been examined in the context of physical
health outcomes. A more nuanced understanding of
how patterns of PTSD development and expression
over time relate to indicators of physical health may
provide greater precision in understanding what
aspects of PTSD are most pernicious for health.
Information generated from such research also can
help health care professionals identify who should be
targeted for prevention.

Third, future research should examine how persist-
ence v. remission of PTSD influences risk. PTSD is
frequently a chronic condition, with meta-analytic evi-
dence suggesting that, on average, over half of indivi-
duals with PTSD (56%) do not remit from the disorder
naturally after a mean of more than 3 years (Morina
et al. 2014). Epidemiological research indicates that
more than a third of individuals continue to have
symptoms of PTSD 30 years after onset of the disorder
(Chapman et al. 2012). Although this topic has not been
explored extensively, there is some evidence that
greater chronicity is associated with worse cardiovas-
cular outcomes. For example, one meta-analysis exam-
ined the association between PTSD chronicity and
basal heart rate by comparing individuals who had
PTSD for either more than 12 years or less than 8
years with trauma-exposed individuals without PTSD
(Buckley & Kaloupek, 2001). Effect size comparisons
for elevations in heart rate were larger for individuals
with PTSD for more than 12 years than for individuals
with PTSD for less than 8 years.

Research examining how remitted status relates to
risk for cardiometabolic disease is also needed. One re-
cent study reported that veterans with current – but
not remitted – PTSD had lower heart rate variability
compared with veterans without PTSD (Shah et al.
2013). In our study of PTSD and weight gain, while
women with trauma and ongoing symptoms had sign-
ificantly excess odds of overweight or obesity, those
with remitted symptoms did not. If future research
can confirm that individuals with remitted PTSD
have lower cardiometabolic risk compared with those
with current PTSD, this would suggest that treating
PTSD might reduce cardiometabolic disease risk.
Such findings would provide a promising foundation

for supporting more widespread dissemination of em-
pirically supported treatments for PTSD. Greater ac-
cess to efficacious treatment for PTSD to improve
emotional health is an important goal in its own
right; demonstrating that treatment would also im-
prove cardiometabolic health would provide extra im-
petus for this initiative.

New research directions

Indeed, whether effective treatment of PTSD can prevent
or mitigate the likelihood of developing cardiometabolic
disease is a key outstanding question in the literature.
The strongest design to answer this question would be
a randomized clinical trial whereby individuals are ran-
domized to PTSD treatment or placebo, and then fol-
lowed to assess whether treatment reduces likelihood
of developing disease. However, such a trial would be
highly expensive, unethical and time consuming, and is
unlikely to be feasible at present. Thus, we propose
four other methodological approaches that are more feas-
ible and could begin to address the limitations of current
knowledge highlighted here regarding causal associa-
tions and mechanisms (see Table 2). The most rigorous
designs that could currently be harnessed leverage exist-
ing randomized trials of PTSD treatment. One possibility
is to add assessments of cardiometabolic-related biomar-
kers and behaviors to new clinical trials of PTSD treat-
ment that have not yet started (Cohen et al. 2004;
Cloitre et al. 2010). Ideally, biomarker assessment
would be conducted prior to and after treatment, per-
haps even at repeated intervals after treatment. It
would then be possible to monitor if treatment was asso-
ciated with less deterioration (or ability to maintain
healthier levels) of cardiometabolic risk biomarkers.

A second possibility is to re-contact patients who
participated in completed PTSD treatment trials and
obtain from these individuals measures of health beha-
viors, risk markers and physical health status. This
would facilitate testing if those who were successfully
treated engage in fewer unhealthy behaviors, have
healthier levels of risk markers and better physical
health status relative to those who did not receive treat-
ment. In both types of studies, data from a randomized
design could provide strong evidence regarding the
potential efficacy of PTSD treatment on cardiometa-
bolic risk. However, one potential challenge to this ap-
proach is differential follow-up by treatment
effectiveness (i.e. individuals whose PTSD was not suc-
cessfully treated are more likely to be lost to follow-
up). Moreover, investigators would have had to have
consent to re-contact participants included in their
informed consents in order to conduct such a study.

Another set of methodological approaches leverages
existing observational longitudinal cohort studies.
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Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of research designs for added insight into the PTSD–cardiometabolic disease relationship

Type of research Advantages Disadvantages

‘Gold standard’ for assessing causality
Randomized trial of PTSD treatment in persons with PTSD,
followed over time to assess cardiometabolic risk

Strong causal inference (randomization)
Excellent ascertainment of cardiometabolic disease risk
at baseline

Unethical to randomize to no treatment; therefore,
treatment arms may not differ in PTSD severity or
duration

Costly
Long time period before results are available
Potential bias from self-selection for enrollment and
from dropout

Other rigorous methodological approaches for assessing
causality
1. Leverage existing RCT: at start of new randomized trials of
PTSD treatment, add cardiometabolic-relevant biomarker
and behavioral measures and follow up individuals in the
various treatment groups; compare differences in
cardiometabolic risk across groups

Strong causal inference (randomization)
Subject may be his/her own comparator if measures of
cardiometabolic risk are available prior to treatment
(eliminating potential confounding by factors that do
not vary during the study time-frame)
Moderate cost

Only trials that show difference in PTSD outcomes by
treatment arm can be used

Trials may not be sufficiently large (and therefore may
be underpowered) to assess cardiometabolic disease
risk by treatment arm

Including measures of cardiometabolic risk could add
substantial cost and burden

2. Leverage existing RCT: among completed randomized trials
of PTSD treatment, re-contact participants who participated
in the trial and ascertain current cardiometabolic disease
status or risk

Strong causal inference (randomization) Only trials that show difference in PTSD outcomes by
treatment arm can be used

Trials may not be sufficiently large (and therefore may
be underpowered) to assess cardiometabolic disease
risk by treatment arm

May be difficult to re-contact trial participants, possibly
resulting in bias and/or small n’s

3. Secondary analysis using longitudinal observational design:
cohort study that includes individuals who have and have
not received treatment for PTSD and levels of
cardiometabolic risk are compared across groups

Inexpensive, utilizes existing data
Potential short time-frame for results if outcomes have
already occurred

Treatment seeking may be an indicator of PTSD
severity

Treatment seeking may result from factors that also
affect cardiometabolic risk, e.g. socio-economic status,
self-efficacy (confounding may exist and many
confounders may not have been measured)

May be difficult to find existing studies that include
information on whether individuals received
treatment for PTSD and if it was successful

4. Secondary analysis using longitudinal observational design:
cohort study that includes biomarkers of cardiometabolic
disease risk in persons before and after PTSD onset

Subject is his/her own comparator (eliminating
potential confounding by factors that do not vary
during the study time-frame)

Potential bias by factors that vary within the study
time-frame (e.g. new trauma exposure)

PTSD, Post-traumatic stress disorder; RCT, randomized controlled trial.
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Studies with information about whether participants
were effectively treated for PTSD, as well as informa-
tion on cardiometabolic disease or risk factors, could
provide preliminary evidence regarding whether
PTSD treatment reduces cardiometabolic risk. A draw-
back of this design is that such a study would be vul-
nerable to bias from confounding by indication.
Individuals with more severe PTSD are more likely
to seek treatment; thus, treatment may indicate PTSD
severity. However, propensity score analyses, IPW
and other statistical techniques based on covariate ad-
justment can mitigate such potential confounding
(Klungel et al. 2004).

An additional approach in this arena would leverage
data from studies with measures of PTSD date of onset
as well as repeated measures of biomarkers of cardio-
metabolic risk and relevant health behaviors. With bio-
logical and behavioral measures available before and
after PTSD onset, change in risk in relation to PTSD
onset can be assessed. Pooling biomarker data across
multiple cohorts, as has been done in genomics,
would further advance the field by increasing sample
size, reducing issues of both type 1 and type 2 error,
and ultimately providing more robust evidence of
whether observed associations between PTSD and
such markers are causal.

All four methodological approaches – measurement
add-ons to new trials, re-contacting participants from
past trials, observational studies comparing treated
with untreated, and observational studies with mea-
sures spanning onset of PTSD – are relatively feasible.
They draw on or extend data being collected from
existing longitudinal or experimental studies. By
obtaining cardiometabolic risk measures before and
after, or at least clearly after, PTSD onset or treatment,
the likelihood of reverse causation is minimized. Two
of the suggested designs use individuals as their own
comparator, thus eliminating possible influence of con-
founding factors that do not vary within individuals
over the study period (Weisskopf et al. 2015).
Additionally, two of the designs leverage the random-
ization to treatment found in most clinical trials to fur-
ther improve causal inference. Together, these types of
studies may establish more clearly that: (1) PTSD treat-
ment is related to reduced risk of subsequent cardio-
metabolic disease; (2) increased likelihood of adverse
health behaviors or biological dysregulation occurs
after onset of PTSD; or (3) cardiometabolic risk beha-
viors or biomarkers are improved (or are less likely
to deteriorate) after PTSD treatment.

Moving forward, considering how trauma exposure
and the development of PTSD translate into cardiome-
tabolic risk over the life course may also provide im-
portant insight regarding the interplay between
mental and physical health. If mental health problems

are an early warning sign of physical deterioration, this
may alter approaches to prevention and intervention,
particularly when trauma is known to have occurred.
Moreover, there may be periods during which expos-
ure to adversity or psychological distress is highly
toxic in relation to physical health, or periods during
which damage incurred is more difficult to reverse.
One recent study found that high levels of distress in
childhood, even when distress was lower during adult-
hood, had substantial impact on cardiometabolic
health in middle adulthood (Winning et al. 2015).
Other research has similarly suggested that exposure
to adversity during pregnancy and early childhood
leads to damage relatively early on, and may be espe-
cially deleterious for long-term health (Ehlert, 2013).
Furthermore, although most studies have focused on
PTSD and disease incidence in middle-aged and
older adults, there is some evidence that childhood
abuse is associated with higher diastolic blood pres-
sure in adolescence (Gooding et al. 2016) and hyperten-
sion in young adulthood (Suglia et al. 2014). Thus, it
appears that potentially toxic health effects of PTSD
are set in motion relatively early. Additional research
is needed to examine how both trauma and PTSD in
youth relate to myriad indicators of cardiometabolic
risk in order to develop a more comprehensive under-
standing of when physical health risks associated with
PTSD begin to manifest and how enduring these risks
may be.

Future research should examine the clinical utility of
screening for PTSD in assessing PTSD risk. This re-
search would need to consider whether including
PTSD, in addition to standard CVD risk factors,
improves risk prediction and/or treatment matching.
Increasingly cardiovascular medicine has recognized
early-life origins of CVD (Lloyd-Jones et al. 2010).
This recognition extends beyond effects of behavior
to psychological factors as well. In fact, in a recent
scientific statement from the American Heart
Association (Goldstein et al. 2015), major depressive
disorder and bipolar disorder in youth were classified
as Expert Panel tier II moderate-risk conditions asso-
ciated with accelerated atherosclerosis and early
CVD. This appreciation that psychopathology early
in life can have negative consequences for physical
health in youth and adulthood may one day be
expanded to include PTSD. Ultimately, this research
can inform prevention and treatment resources in an
age of targeted medicine.
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